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PURPOSE. To improve our understanding of central serous chorioretinopathy (CSC), we
performed an analysis of noninvasive, high-resolution retinal imaging in patients with active
and resolved CSC.

METHODS. Adaptive optics scanning light ophthalmoscopy (AOSLO) and spectral-domain
optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) were performed on five subjects with CSC. A
custom AOSLO system was used to simultaneously collect confocal and split-detector images.
Spectral domain–OCT volume scans were used to create en face views of various retinal
layers, which then were compared to montaged AOSLO images after coregistration.

RESULTS. Three distinct types of intraretinal hyperreflective clusters were seen with AOSLO.
These clusters had a well-demarcated, round, and granular appearance. Clusters in active CSC
over areas of serous retinal detachment were termed type-1. They were found primarily in the
outer nuclear layer (ONL) and were associated with large defects in the photoreceptor mosaic
and ellipsoid zone. Clusters in areas where the retina had reattached were termed type-2.
They also were located primarily in the ONL but showed stability in location over a period of
at least 8 months. Smaller clusters in the inner retina along retinal capillaries were termed
type-3.

CONCLUSIONS. Retinal imaging in CSC using en face OCT and AOSLO allows precise localization
of intraretinal structures and detection of features that cannot be seen with SD-OCT alone.
These findings may provide greater insight into the pathophysiology of the active and
resolved phases of the disease, and support the hypothesis that intraretinal hyperreflective
foci on OCT in CSC are cellular in nature.
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Central serous chorioretinopathy (CSC) is an eye disease
characterized by serous retinal detachment and/or pigment

epithelial detachment (PED), generally confined to the macula,
and often is associated with leakage of fluid through a defect in
the RPE into the subretinal space. Central serous chorioretin-
opathy generally resolves spontaneously within a few months
with minimal sequelae, but chronic disease can lead to
widespread RPE damage, photoreceptor death, and permanent
vision loss.1

Various morphologic changes of the retina in CSC have been
described using optical coherence tomography (OCT), includ-
ing PED, subretinal exudates, retinal cystic changes, and
increased thickness of the photoreceptor outer segments
(OS) at the detached retina.2–6 The development of spectral-
domain OCT (SD-OCT) allowed for improved imaging sensitiv-
ity and signal-to-noise ratio,7,8 which led to the discovery of
subtler outer retinal findings. For example, the external limiting
membrane (ELM) generally was found to persist at the area of
retinal detachment, while the ellipsoid zone (EZ; also referred
to as the inner/OS junction9–11) often became disrupted or
irregular.12 Thinning of the outer nuclear layer (ONL) at the
detached portion of the retina also was described, suggesting
apoptosis of the photoreceptor cells.13 Intraretinal hyper-

reflective foci or hyperreflective dots have been described in
patients with active CSC. The hyperreflective foci were thought
to possibly represent accumulations of proteins or activated
microglia or macrophages with phagocytized OS.14,15

Despite the advances provided by SD-OCT, the lateral
resolution (15–20 lm for commercial systems) precludes the
visualization of many small cellular structures. The advent of
adaptive optics (AO) ophthalmic imaging to correct the
monochromatic aberrations in the eye allows for improved
lateral resolution in retinal imaging. When combined with
scanning light ophthalmoscopy (SLO), lateral resolution at the
retina can reach as high as 2 lm, approaching the theoretical
diffraction limit imposed by the eye.16,17 Reflectance confocal
AOSLO allows for visualization of individual photoreceptors,
including at the foveal center. A nonconfocal variation of
AOSLO called split-detector also has been developed. This
method enables the visualizing of certain structures that cannot
be seen with the standard confocal technique, such as cone
inner segments of non-waveguiding photoreceptors.18

We used confocal and split-detector AOSLO to study
intraretinal structures in subjects with active and resolved
CSC. Adaptive optics SLO results also were compared to those
obtained with SD-OCT.
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METHODS

Human Subjects

Five subjects who were diagnosed with CSC were recruited for
this study at the Medical College of Wisconsin (Milwaukee, WI,
USA). Informed consent was obtained from all subjects after
explanation of the nature and possible consequences of the
study. The study protocol was approved by the Institutional
Review Board at the Medical College of Wisconsin and was
conducted in accordance with the tenets of the Declaration of
Helsinki. Patients were diagnosed by clinical examination,
fluorescein angiography, autofluorescence imaging, and SD-
OCT. Axial length measurements were obtained on all subjects
(Zeiss IOL Master; Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA, USA) to
determine the scale of retinal images. Subjects were dilated
with phenylephrine hydrochloride 2.5% and tropicamide 1%
before all imaging.

Spectral-Domain Optical Coherence Tomography

Images were obtained using a Bioptigen SD-OCT (Bioptigen,
Research Triangle Park, NC, USA). Horizontal and vertical line
scan sets were acquired (640 A-scans/B-scan; 120 repeated B-
scans) through the foveal center with a nominal scan length of
7 mm. Scans were registered and averaged as described
previously to increase the signal-to-noise ratio.19 Volume scans
(640 A-scans/B-scan; 400 B-scans/volume) were acquired over

a nominal 3 3 3 mm area with horizontal and vertical B-scans.
Each B-scan within the volume scan was aligned and manually
segmented to create en face views as described previously.20,21

En face OCT images were generated for the ONL, ELM, and EZ,
each using a thin contour to avoid contamination from other
layers of the retina and create the highest-contrast image.
Active CSC was defined as the presence of subretinal fluid on
OCT, while resolved CSC was defined as the resolution of fluid
and reattachment of the retina.

Adaptive Optics Scanning Light Ophthalmoscopy

A custom AOSLO system was used for this study,22 which was
modified to simultaneously acquire confocal and split-detector
images.18 Imaging sequences consisted of 150 frames, which
were processed to remove distortions from the sinusoidal
scanning motion and then registered using a strip registration
method described previously.23 Up to 40 registered frames
with the highest normalized cross-correlation then were
averaged to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. Because the
confocal and split-detector images were collected in synchrony,
the same registration transforms were applied to both,
resulting in perfect spatial registration. These images then
were montaged using Adobe Photoshop (Adobe Systems, San
Jose, CA, USA). At each imaging session, the main region of
interest was captured with a set of at least nine images, each
with a 1.08 field of view. This set usually was centered on
fixation with 0.68 intervals between images. Temporal and

FIGURE 1. Multimodal imaging of active CSC in subjects JK_1190 (top row), DW_1227 (middle row), and DW_1175 (bottom row). (A1–3) Optical
coherence tomography line scans show hyperreflective foci (arrows) primarily in the ONL. (B1–3) En face OCT images of the ONL show numerous
hyperreflective foci within that layer. The vertical lines indicate the location of the OCT line scans (A1–3). (C1–3) Enlarged en face OCT images
corresponding to the location of the rectangles in (B1–3). (D1–3) Confocal AOSLO at the location of (C1–3) shows type-1 hyperreflective clusters
with associated dark areas in the photoreceptor mosaic. The clusters seen with AOSLO correspond to the location of the hyperreflective foci on en
face OCT. Scale bars: 150 lm (A1–3) and 50 lm (C1–3, D1–3).
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superior strips also were acquired, which extended 58 to 108

peripherally from the region of interest using images with a
1.58 or 2.08 field of view. All images were focused on the
photoreceptor mosaic or hyperreflective clusters when pres-
ent.

Measurement of Intraretinal Hyperreflective

Clusters

Cluster location was determined after manual coregistration of
the AOSLO montage and en face OCT images using Adobe
Photoshop. The greatest linear dimension of each hyper-
reflective cluster was measured manually on the AOSLO image.

Clusters located in the outer retina were included for analysis if

they were in focus on confocal AOSLO and corresponded to

the location of hyperreflective foci in the ONL on en face OCT.

In the inner retina, clusters were included for analysis if they

were in focus in the plane of the retinal capillaries. The results

are expressed as the mean 6 SD.

RESULTS

Subject JK_1190 underwent four imaging sessions. The first

two sessions took place during active CSC, and the final two

sessions took place during resolved CSC. The first imaging

FIGURE 2. Multimodal imaging of subject DW_1227 during active CSC. Colored boxes are added to compare given regions between different
imaging modalities and retinal layers. (A) Confocal AOSLO montage overlaid onto an infrared reflectance SLO image shows type-1 hyperreflective
clusters with associated dark areas in the photoreceptor mosaic. (B) Optical coherence tomography line scan at the location of the horizontal line

in (A) with manual segmentation of the ONL (yellow), ELM (magenta), and EZ (cyan). (C–D) En face OCT images of the ONL (C), ELM (D), and EZ
(E) corresponding to the location of the colored bands in (B). The horizontal lines represent the location of the OCT line scan in (B). Many of the
hyperreflective clusters in (A) are seen as hyperreflective foci in the ONL (C), as well as the ELM (D) and EZ (E). The dark areas associated with the
clusters in (A) are seen as areas of EZ disruption (E). Scale bars: 150 lm.
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session took place 1 month after diagnosis, and the final
imaging session took place 13 months after diagnosis. This
subject also underwent inner retinal imaging during all
sessions and split-detector AOSLO imaging during the final
session. Subject DW_1227 underwent two imaging sessions.
The first imaging session took place 9 months after diagnosis
during active but improving disease, and the final imaging
session took place 14 months after diagnosis during resolved
CSC. Subject DW_1188 underwent two imaging sessions 7
months apart, both during active CSC. Subjects DW_1175 and
DW_1178 each underwent one imaging session with active
and resolved CSC, respectively.

Hyperreflective clusters were found in all subjects using
confocal AOSLO. The clusters were round with a distinct
border and had a granular appearance. Clusters found in active
CSC over areas of subretinal fluid were located primarily in the
ONL, but also were seen within the ELM and EZ (Fig. 1). These
clusters were surrounded by dark areas or defects in the
photoreceptor mosaic, which corresponded with hyporeflec-
tivity of the EZ on OCT (Fig. 2). Between each hyperreflective
cluster and dark area in the photoreceptor mosaic, the ELM
remained intact and homogeneous in reflectivity. The mean
size of the clusters (n ¼ 170) within the detached retina, as
measured by greatest linear dimension, was 24.7 6 7.6 lm.

FIGURE 3. Multimodal imaging of resolved CSC in subjects JK_1190 (top row) and DW_1227 (bottom row). (A1–2) Optical coherence tomography
line scans show hyperreflective foci (arrows) in the ONL. (B1–2) En face OCT images of the ONL show hyperreflective foci within that layer. The
vertical lines indicate the location of the OCT line scans (A1–2). (C1–2) Enlarged en face OCT images corresponding to the location of the
rectangles in (B1–2). (D1–2) Confocal AOSLO at the location of (C1–2) shows type-2 hyperreflective clusters (D1) or the corresponding dark areas
in the photoreceptor mosaic (D2), depending on the level of focus. Scale bars: 150 lm (A1–2) and 50 lm (C1–2, D1–2).

FIGURE 4. Longitudinal imaging of subject JK_1190 showing OCT line scans (top row) with vertical lines representing the boundaries of the en
face OCT images of the ONL (bottom row). The horizontal lines represent the location of the OCT line scans. Imaging took place during active CSC
(A1–2) and during resolved CSC 4 (B1–2) and 12 (C1–2) months later. Colored boxes are added to compare given regions between different time
points. Many of the hyperreflective foci are stable in location between time points (B) and (C). Scale bars: 150 lm.
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Clusters within areas of the retina that had reattached also
were located primarily in the ONL (Fig. 3). Many of these
clusters remained stable in location throughout an 8-month
follow-up period (Fig. 4). The mean size of these clusters, as
measured by greatest linear dimension, was 19.9 6 6.0 lm (n
¼ 28). These clusters also were associated with dark areas in
the photoreceptor mosaic that correspond to areas of EZ
disruption; however, the dark areas were smaller than those
associated with clusters within detached retina. Split-detector

images were collected during the final imaging session with
subject JK_1190 during resolved CSC. This imaging modality
showed that the dark areas seen with confocal AOSLO contain
photoreceptor inner segments (Fig. 5).

Hyperreflective clusters also were discovered along the
capillaries in the inner retina (Fig. 6). These clusters were
smaller than the other two types of clusters with the mean
greatest linear dimension being 15.3 6 4.1 lm (n¼ 28). They
also differed markedly from clusters in the outer retina in
appearance with split-detector imaging, with the former
having clearly demarcated borders (Fig. 6D) and the latter
being much more indistinct (not shown). The clusters along
the retinal capillaries seemed more prevalent during the
imaging session of active CSC, compared to the two imaging
sessions of resolved disease.

DISCUSSION

We observed multiple intraretinal hyperreflective clusters in
subjects with CSC using confocal and split-detector AOSLO. By
comparing different imaging modalities, we classified these
clusters into three distinct types, which we termed type-1,
type-2, and type-3 (Table).

Clusters in the areas of detached retina were labeled type-1
and were located primarily in the ONL as demonstrated using
en face OCT (Fig. 1). Some of the hyperreflective clusters seen
in the AOSLO images did not have a corresponding hyper-
reflective focus on en face OCT. These represented structures
that are located outside of the contour used to generate the en
face OCT of the ONL. Moreover, the AOSLO has a large depth
of focus (~30 lm), but cannot necessarily capture the entire
width of the ONL when the level of focus is set on the
photoreceptor mosaic. This explains why some structures seen
on en face OCT of the ONL were not visible on AOSLO. It also
should be noted that small distortions are present in the
AOSLO and en face OCT images due to the scanning nature of
the imaging systems and the fact that the eye moves during
image acquisition. This prevents perfect colocalization of
structures on AOSLO and en face OCT. Nevertheless, the
overall concordance between the two imaging modalities was
excellent, as demonstrated in Figures 1 and 3.

Adaptive optics SLO showed that type-1 hyperreflective
clusters are associated with dark areas or defects of the
photoreceptor mosaic that surrounded the individual clusters.
Dark areas in the photoreceptor mosaic in CSC have been
described previously by Ooto et al.24 using AOSLO and were
attributed to lost or damaged cones. Our study demonstrated
that the dark areas tend to correspond to the areas of
hyporeflectivity within the EZ and also often are associated
with hyperreflective clusters in the ONL (Fig. 1).

The ELM between the EZ and the hyperreflective clusters
did not show signs of disruption on en face OCT (Fig. 2). One
possibility for this finding is that the clusters cause displace-
ment of the photoreceptor cell bodies, which is transmitted to
the photoreceptor OS, thereby altering the OS alignment. Light
reflected off the retina is directionally sensitive as described by
the optical Stiles-Crawford effect,25 and this effect is thought to
be due to the waveguiding properties and angular tuning of
individual cones.26–28 Split-detector AOSLO detects multiple-
scattered light from photoreceptor inner segments, and
enables visualization of these structures regardless of the
wave-guiding status of the OS. With split-detector, we have
shown that some of the dark areas on confocal imaging contain
cone photoreceptors (Fig. 5C), though we only obtained split-
detector images in resolved CSC. The explanation for the
darker areas on the split-detector images themselves is not
well-established, but may be due to the subtraction of the left

FIGURE 5. (A) Confocal AOSLO montage of subject JK-1190 during
resolved CSC overlaid onto an infrared reflectance SLO image with
rectangles (1) and (2) corresponding to the location of insets (B1, C1)
and (B2, C2), respectively. (B1-2) Confocal AOSLO shows dark areas
in the photoreceptor mosaic, which correspond to the location of
type-2 hyperreflective clusters (not shown). (C1-2) Split-detector
AOSLO at the location of (B1-2) shows cone inner segments within
the areas that appear dark on confocal AOSLO (dashed rectangles).
Scale bars: 50 lm.
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from right halves of the recorded nonconfocal signal in areas of
small undulations of the photoreceptor inner segments.

Clusters found in areas where the retina had reattached
were labeled type-2 clusters. These clusters also were
associated with dark areas in the photoreceptor mosaic,
though they were smaller than the dark areas associated with
type-1 clusters. The presence of hyperreflective clusters/foci in
resolved CSC contrasts with several studies, which described
these structures on OCT as being confined to areas of serous
retinal detachment.14,15,29,30 It is likely that these studies were
describing the more numerous and slightly larger type-1
clusters. Unlike type-1 clusters, which seem to be transient,
type-2 clusters remained stable in location. The duration of
their stability will require further follow-up, but in subject
JK_1190, these structures remained in the same location for 8
months (Fig. 4). Given this stability, these structures are less
likely to be migratory cells, but could represent residual
cellular debris.

Type-3 clusters are those that are located along the retinal
capillaries in the inner retina (Fig. 6). These clusters are not
seen clearly on OCT and to our knowledge have not been

described previously in CSC, likely due to their small size. They
resemble the vessel-associated macrophages seen in immuno-
histochemical-stained retina studies.31–34 Shen et al.34 de-
scribed increased macrophages that lined the retinal vessels
and wrapped around the smaller vessels in ischemic retinas.
They were localized to areas of vascular sprouting as well as
vascular regression. Other studies also have determined that
macrophages, as well as microglia, have a role in vascular
growth and regression, but with a larger contribution from
macrophages.31,32

The identity and significance of the intraretinal hyper-
reflective clusters are currently unknown, though it is clear
that type-1 and possibly type-2 hyperreflective clusters
represent the intraretinal hyperreflective foci previously
described on OCT. Others have hypothesized that intraretinal
hyperreflective foci are an accumulation of proteins or lipids,
activated microglia, or macrophages with phagocytized
OS.14,15,35 During retinal detachment, microglia have been
shown to become activated and migrate toward the outer
retina. The microglial cell response also was highly localized to
the detached areas of the retina.36 The AOSLO features support

FIGURE 6. (A) Confocal AOSLO image during active CSC in subject JK_1190 shows type-3 clusters along the retinal capillaries (arrowheads). Larger
type-1 clusters in the outer retina also are visible (arrows), but are out of focus. The same area 2 (B) and 10 (C) months later, both during resolved
disease, shows persistent but less prevalent clusters. (D) Perivascular clusters that are faintly seen in (C) are clearly demarcated with split-detector
AOSLO (arrowheads). Scale bars: 50 lm.

TABLE. Types of Intraretinal Hyperreflective Clusters and Characteristics

Type-1 Type-2 Type-3

Phase of CSC Active Resolved Active and resolved

Axial location Primarily ONL Primarily ONL Inner retina

Confocal AOSLO appearance Discrete hyperreflective cluster Discrete hyperreflective

cluster

Smaller, more elongated hyperreflective

cluster

Split-detector AOSLO appearance No data available Nearly indiscernible Clearly demarcated dark structure

GLD (lm) 6 SD 24.7 6 7.6 19.9 6 6.0 15.3 6 4.1

Other characteristics Associated with large dark areas

in photoreceptor mosaic

Stable in location between

imaging sessions

Contiguous with retinal vessels

GLD, greatest linear dimension; SD, standard deviation.
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the hypothesis that the hyperreflective foci are cellular in
nature, rather than deposits of material given their discrete,
granular, and demarcated appearance and consistent size.

We observed multiple hyperreflective clusters in the inner
and outer retina in eyes with active and resolved CSC using
AOSLO. Confocal and split-detector AOSLO provides informa-
tion about these structures that could not be obtained with
OCT alone, such as their granular appearance, size, association
with retinal vessels, and relationship with the photoreceptor
mosaic. This allowed us to categorize the clusters into three
distinct types and provided evidence that the clusters may be
cellular in nature. The combined use of en face OCT with
AOSLO allows for precise axial and lateral localization. Larger
studies with longitudinal follow-up using AOSLO are needed to
determine the clinical significance of these clusters and their
relationship to the pathogenesis and resolution of CSC.
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